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About This Game

Stophat is a charming arcade game about a rich man, his disobedient top hat and a falling golden lift.

Originally made in under 48 hours for the 14th gm(48) competition, Stophat is an imaginative take on the theme "top-down".
There's some groovy bossa nova beats and Atari-style sound effects, dramatic lift-plummeting action™, and a play time of a

whole 10 minutes.
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Title: Stophat
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Problematicar
Publisher:
Problematicar
Release Date: 4 Jul, 2017
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gamestop hat. ghost stop hat. stop that govinda. to stop hat. never stop hat. stop hate uk. stop hate speech. can't stop hat. stop hat
hair. sawstop hat. shortstop hat. stop hat itching. don't stop hat. stop hat wearing. ripstop hat. wingstop hat. stop hatred now. 24
stop hat

Pretty cool game, Gin can't get the achievement.. You must buy this game. It's one of the best games out there. The gameplay is
outstanding. i can't tell you how many times i wanted to play this game again and again.
r8 8 out of 8 no h8 m8 would not hesit8 would definately stophat again.. Like This Game Not Bad Good. Get a hat onto Uncle
Moneybags.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=MInGupwXdSk. First day; hated it impossible bye bye uninstall "never again" steam
category in my library sugga.
Boom week later i did it hehehjehhehehgipeslhfgvseikhnvglisubfhngol8;iahse
vgoihusdvnovglbausedhjmfpavoliwsejr'dfjawc;opis;f0pga8zbuoyng;ehoa8rivf

10\/10 i like achievement yummy. Easy game. All you have to do is put the hat to the gentleman's head . Simple.
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